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ABSTRACT 
The start-up process of a frozen heat pipe is 
desc5bed wnd a complete mathema;ical model ior ihe 
azazt-up of :he frozen hear pipe IS deve!o@ bared on the 
existing experimentid dara, whi& is sia?Efied and soived 
ni ier icai iy .  The two4mensionaI transient mxid  for the 
dl and w+ck is coupid wirh rhe ondmens iona l  transient 
mode! for the vzpor wben vaporization and 
con!rcsa:ion m r  2t the inidace. X parametric study is 
pemmed to examine the eifect of the boundary 
speuiicatron at the surface sf the outer wall on the 
saccess% start-up h o n  the irozeo staie. For successfd 
s tar t -q  !he boundary specZcation at the mrer waii 
snrkce rnusr d t  the working snbstance in the condenser 
before ciry-out takes place m the evaporator. 
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specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg-K 
specific heat a i  constanr volume, J/kg-K 
diameter of the vapor space, m 
rotai e n e r g  of the vapor- per unit volume, p [cVT,, + 
1/2 (u: + v:)j 
friction coefficient at the wall, r/pUT 
heat transfer coefficient, w/m2 - K 
latent heat of vaporization, J/kg 
latent heat of melting per unit volume, J/m 
permeability of the wick structure, m 
thermal conductivity, W/m-K 
enthalpy, Jr-g 
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length of the heat pipe, m 
rate of evaporation or condensation per unit area: 
kg/m --s 
molecular weight, kg/Kmol 
unit outward normal direction 
pressure, X / n -  
heat flu, W/ni 
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2 
9 ne* h a i  tiuq W/m- 
new guessed heat Dcx-, W/re 2 
reierence pressure for the Ciausias-Clapeyron 
reiaLionship, Kim2 
mcrdinate in the radial direction 
effective capillary radius, m 
radics of curvature of the meniscus, rn 
radial distance berween nodes, m 
universal gas constant, KJ/Kmo!-K 
radius of the vapor space, m 
inner radius of the heat pipe wall, m 
interface position in vector, m 
time, s 
temperature, K 
reference temperature for convection, K 
reference temperature for the Qausins-Clapeycon 
relationship, K 
melting temperature, K 
reference temperature for radiation, K 
saturation temperature, K 
temperature at node j-1 in the radial direction in the 
wick region, K 
temperature at last node near liquid-vapor interface 
in the radial direction in the wick region, K 
transiiion temperature, K 
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AT 
Yj arid velocir?, mfs 
x 
GREEK SYMBOLS 
a relaxation factor 
b(T - Tm) Dirac function 
c porosity 
8 
A 
p dynamic viscosity, N-s/m 
Y kinematic viscosity, m /s 
( emissivity 
p density, kgfm 
o 
7 shear S I ~ ~ S S  
J S U ~  ?ensiG.?. ?;in 
s n d  finite tanpera:nre intemd around T, to 
defne z m h y  mne, K 
mrdinare in rhe &al di-ection 
:ad;&! FdOCitp, Q/s 
contact angle of the liquid, deg 
length of mean free path, m 
2 
2 
3 
2 4  Stefzn-Boitzrraan coastant, W/(m -K ) 
SUBSCFUPTS 
fs workice 
2 working subi:ance iri the liquid stare in the wick 
snbsiznce in the d i d  state in the wick 
me 
0 
S 
se 
V 
W 
hqmd ;here there is liqcld motion in the wick 
wick region where the working substance is in the 
liqo?d state 
wick regioc where the working substance is in the 
mushy state 
properties at the liquid-vapor interface 
wick stmcvxe material 
wick region where the working substance is in the 
solid state 
rapor itate 
properties a L  the hear pi- wall 
INTRODUCTION 
The demand for an effective thermal management 
device ior high temperatlr;e applications such as cooiing the 
leading edges of reentry vehiues and hypersonic airaaft, 
and a spacebased power station stimulates the study of 
the s:art-up of frozen liquid-metal beat pipes. .Use, the 
start-up of frozen low temperatme heat pipes is important 
in agplications such as heat pipe heat ex-gers, ccoliog 
electronic equipment, and meltmg the snow and ice on roads 
a d  bndges. 
Neal (1997) and Shlosinger (1968) performed the first 
eqerrmental tests to study the start-up performance oi iow 
temperature heat pipes with the water initially frozen. 
Ihera l l  et al. (1970) also made a series of tests with water 
and liquid metal heat pipes. Successful start-up from the 
&men state was possible but was highly dependent on the 
(1978) investigated the start-up characteristics of sodium 
and potassium heat pipes. Camarda (1977) investigated the 
performance of a sodium heat pipe cooling a leadmg edge. 
Start-up and shut-doum or' a 4 m long lithium heat pipe 
was studmi experimentally by Memgan et al. (1985, 1986). 
Ivanovskii et al. (1982) presented the vapor temperature 
distribution along the length oi a sodium heat pipe during 
the start-up period. Three flow regimes in the condenser 
are described based on the vapor temperature: free 
molecular flow, intermediate, and continuum vapor flow. 
Unfortunately, the existing experimental data for the 
start-up period are in general not represented in :he 
archival literature and lack sufficient information for 
comparison with numerical simularions. 
Colwell et al. (1987) and Jang (1988) developed a 
simple mathematical model to predict the start-up behavior 
of a sodium heat pipe with a rectangular cross section from 
I heat rejection rate at the condenser. Tolubimky et al. 
I 
the frozen state. In the wall and wick structure, e n e r z  
transport is described by the t i a 5 i a t ,  two4mwior?d  
heat condnncrion equation, and ;he pitace cknge of the' 
working snbstance is taken into acc3;lnt. k the v a p r  
region, free molecnlar, choked and coctinuum flows are 
considered and onedimensional, compressibie quasijteaciy 
state laminar flow is assumed. The numerical results 
obtained by using the finite dement method are in 
agreement with experimental results given by Camarda 
The liquid metal heat pipe operates not only at high 
temperatures but as0 :he initial temyrature may be 
ambient temperature. In this temperature range, the 
working snbsrance may be in the solid state as well as the 
liquid and vapor states. In the vapor space, free moleculai 
flow, continuum flow, sonic and supersonic flow may be 
encountered due to the extremely small density during the 
starr-up of the heat pipe. These conditions may cause the 
failure of operatior! of the beat pipe and limi; the 
performance of the heat p ip .  Understznding the sizri-up 
behavio: and transi3t performance of the big5 iemperature 
heat pipe is therefore important a d  an d c i r z t  
marhematical model is needed to predict this behavior. 
The first part of this paper presents a complete 
mathematical model to describe the start-up behavior of 
the hat  pipe from the Zrozen state. This rnodd is then 
simpliiiea i o  obtain numerical results. To the authors' 
howledge, the andpis presented here is the onip modd 
;hat includes the efieci of the transied vapor Dow in rhe 
analysis of the stan-:, of a heat pipe imm the frozen state. 
After the mathematical models ar2 testcd se3aratdy: the 
aodels are used for a parametric study of the s t a r i ~ p  of
frozen heat pipes. 
(1977). 
DESCRIPTION OF HEAT PIPE START-UP 
Previous experiziental observaticns suggest the 
following sequence of evenis during heat pipe nw.-cD ~ I O X  
ih irozen state. Initially, the working substance is in the 
solid state and the vapor des i ty  is exrremelj- :ow, so that 
free moiecdar flow conditions prevail throughout the vapor 
space. The input heat flux over :he evaporator increases :he 
temperatuie and starts to melt the frozen substaoce in this 
region. Meanwhile, the heat transport from the heated zone 
to the adjacent pipe proceeds quiie slowly via axial 
conduction through the heat pipe wall, working substance, 
zad wick structure, while the heat :ransfer in ihe vapor is 
aimost negliigble. Thus, a large temperature gradient exists 
between the evaporator and condeoser. 
When energy is continuously added to the 
waporator, the kozen working substance in the evaporator 
is melted, so that evaporation can take piace at  the 
liquid-vapor interface and the vapor density m this region 
is increased. The molecular mean free path ic the heated 
region then becomes small compared to the diameter of the 
vapor passage and the continuum flow regime is established, 
while in the cooled zone the vapor is still in free molecular 
flow. In the continuum flow region, the vapor Bows into the 
condenser section due to the large pressure gradient. During 
this stage, energy is maidy transferred as latent heat owing 
to vaporization in the heated zone, and condensation in the 
cooled zone in the vapor space where continuum flow is 
estahlished. The temperature near :he evaporator remains 
constant and the location of the temperature gradient moves 
toward the end of the condenser until continuum flow is 
establised in the entire vapor space. Cotter (1967) also 
described this frontal start-up mode when the vapor density 
is so low and ncn-condensable gas does not exist in the 
vapor space. 
In heat pipes with metallic working substances, the 
vapor densities are very small during the start-up even in 
the continuum flow region. Thus, even for relatively low 
values of heat input, sonic vapor velocities can be reached. 
2 
.Use, the vapor flow in the heat pipe is quite Sim.Car to the 
flow in a conver+..piivergini nom!? due to ;he F a p i  
aciitisn in the eFapoiatoi an8 the vawr r a n 4  in ;he 
ccfideser ( D m  and Reac, 1982). Thus, the heat t r a d e r  
K~KOE$ the vapoi space map k limi~qd by the choked f l o ~  
conc!i;ion, and supxsonic vapor f low and a shock boot 5 a y  
occur in the continuum flow region in the condenser. The 
maximum rate of heat transfer is lirmted by the sonic limit 
so that a high heat inpnt in the evaporator causes the 
various types of start-up failnre. 
The start-up process continues until the frozen 
working suktance is completely melted and the continuum 
flow regime reaches the end of the heat pipe, at which time 
liquid returning to the evaporator is sufficient for normal 
transient operation. Eventually, the heat pipe may reach a 
steady state condition. The start-up process of the liquid 
metal heat pipe from a frozen state may be divided into 
several dist;nct periods for convenience of analysis based on 
the status of :he working substance m d  the behanor of the 
vapor ilow. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
3. 
k :h2 firs; period, no phase c k q e  takes place in the 
entire regior? but the temxrarure near ihe heated 
:Zion increzjes. The vapor BOW is in the kee 
molecn!a: con& tion. 
The a c i h g  substance in the evzparxor is in ;he 
iiquid state, bu: evaporaticjn does not occur at the 
liq~d-vzpoi io:erface. 
The Bquid and solid states of the working subs!zl?ce 
exist jinult&n..eonslp in the wick stffictnze and 
vaporization of the working substance takes place at 
;he liqilid-vapor interface. In the vapor space, a 
iegior; of con:imuin Sow is established in ;he heated 
regioo and a continnum flow kcnt movc!s io--ard the 
cooled end of the heat pipe. The vapor flow may be 
ChoM at the begimirg oi xke ai&nj<i. 
The working snbstance is completely melted but iree 
moleculbr fiow 5;ill custs in pai? oi the va-popr space. 
Continuum flow exists over the entire heat pipe 
length in the vapor region but the heat pipe d w  not 
reach the steady state condition. 
The hear pipe then reaches the steady state 
operation. 
For low temperature heat pipes, the exwrimen:al 
resuits of the successfid start-np from :he frozen state zre 
very rare. Deverail et 21. (19 iO)  successf~dy started a water 
heat pipe from the frozer. state (208 K) .  The wall 
temperature distribution obtained 1s simlar to that of high 
te%pera:ore heat pipes. The vapor tempeizture was nor 
obtgaec?, but the vapor density is re!ative:y high even 
around the melting temperature. This means that the vapor 
velocity is very low so that choked flow and supersonic 
vapor velocities may not be encountered during start-up. 
Unlike high temperature heat pipes, experimental results 
show that the heat pipe becomes immediately active where 
the ice is melted, but there still is a large temperature 
gradient in the &al direction. The heat input at the 
evaporator should be low enough to return sufficient water 
into the evaporator for the successful start-np. 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
Consideration is given to the heat pipe wall, the wick 
structure with the working substance initially subcooled a t  a 
uniform temperature, and the vapor region. A schematic 
diagram of the physical model is shown in Fig. 1. 
Heat Pipe Wall 
In this region, the progress can be modeled by the 
heat conduction equation in a hollow cylinder. The 
governing equation are expressed as follows: 
Qui 
I Adiabatic 
,Bomdary 
Q om 
P// / / /A 
I Heat Pipe Wall I 1 
Fig. 1 Schematic i i agam a d  coordinate configuration of 
the heat p i p .  
Wick Str4ctut-c R e S m  
Iziciaiiy, the woikin:, su'cstaace is in the so6d state. 
When heat is added to the evag0ra:or. ;he frozen workiing 
substance in :he @ a t 4  r e e n  is melred 53 that tke l i q id  
and solid s t a m  01 :he worhag substance eSs: ir! the wick. 
Flllid notion i s  the liquid ie@On mar the3 occur Gus to 
vaporizarion m d  condensa;ion of :he working subs:ance. 
The liquid flow io the wick is considered to be unsteady 
twAnens iona l  incompressible laminar flow with 
negligible body forces. The fluid and wick structure are 
assumed to be in local equilibrium ana the velocities in the 
axial and radial direciions are the local area-averaged~ 
velocities over a cross section of a finite element of the wick 
region instead of the pore velocity or actnal velocity. Also, 
the wick is assumed to  be isotropic and homogeneous. The 
governing equations for the wick region are fcrmulated by 
using the principles of the conservation of mass, momentum, 
and energy. The viscous dissipation terns in the energy 
equation are neglected. 
The continuity, momentum and energy equations are 
(3) 
(4) 
3 
- s e  for s o l i d  tegion 
i = {  me for mushy region 
f e  for 1 iquid region 
4 P p ) f s  + (1 - €1 (PC,), 
' ( P c p ) f l  + ( 1  - ')(Pcp)s 
f o r  s o l i d  r e  i o n  
EH f 6 ( T  - T f + (1- c) (pcp)s 
fog mushy r T g i o n  
f o r  l i q u i d  r e g i o n  
(5) 
(6) 
knen the porosity approaches unity (no wick structure 
exists), the permeability approaches infinity. Therefore, 
equztio~s {!-5) can be reduced to the Wavier-Stokes 
y x i o n  IGL unsteady two4mensional incompressible 
i d n a r  flow. For the steady state, equations (2-5) also 
apprcach a speaal case given by Bong et al. (15%). The 
agr?ssic.ns fo: the porosity and :he effective thernal 
conc.icticiry of the s c i m  wicks =e givec by Chang (1987). 
The govxnirg equatiors (2-:): however, are sot 
dwz.cs applicable. For example, d u m g  the second pedod 
:he i!qilid s a t e  of the working snbscznnce exists in the *.ct 
but 2vaporatix of the rorki=.g substance a: the inteztacc is 
negli$;.b!c Also, the liquid layer is so thin tha; the e f k t  of 
n a f u d  c o o ~ c ~ c t i ~ s  o the bq.z.id iegion is negixted. Thns, 
there is 20 enid rncrior izi :he Zqaid region 20 thiit o"p 
equation (5) without the swond. and thirci, tencs IS 
applicable a d  eqzaiions (2d-)  are useful after the second 
period W ~ F Z I  there is liquid mo:ion in the wick. 
L-. addition to equztions (2-51, coupling conditions at 
the liquidiolid in;erface are needed: 
(7) m i = T k = T m  se 
Vapor pow dynamics 
Initially, the entire working substance is in the solid 
sta!e so that the v a F r  space may be nearly evacuated. As 
the temperature at the interface increases, the vapor density 
also increases. Continuum flow in the vapor space is 
considered to be established when the mean free path, A, is 
substantidly less than the mininum dimensions of the vapor 
flow passage (Holman, 1981), e.&, 
x ICn E < 0.01 (9) 
* 
The transition temperature, T , of the vapor corresponding 
to the given dimension of the vapor space is expressed by 
using the kinetic theory of gases as follows (Jang, 1988): 
When the vapor temperature is greater than that calculated 
by equation (lo), continuum flow is assumed to be 
established in the vapor space. 
When continuum flow is established in the vapor 
space during the start-up from the frozen state, complex 
flow phenomena are encountered in the continuum flow 
region due to the extremely small density of the sapor. The 
vapor presswe is low and the teqerarure  and presjure 
gradients are lar e in the axial direc:icn, so ih2 vapor 
veiocity may react the sonic velodrp, and supersonic v a p r  
flow a d  a shock front may occur in the condenser. Thus, 
the effects of compressibility, friction at the liquid- vapor 
interface and dissipation in the vapor should be considered 
in the mathematical model. The vapor flow may be 
considered to be axisymmetric, compressible, unsteady 
laminar flow and the governing equations for this flow are 
formulated with negligible body forces and heat sources as 
follows. h cylindrical coordinates, the continuity, 
momentum and energy equations are: 
Where: 
The numerid and analytical solutions of the above 
equations under steady stare conditions for annular and 
convenziod heat pipes were given by Faghri (1986) and 
Faghri and Parvani (1988). Transient results are needed for 
the start-up from the frozen condition. 
Initid and Boundary Conditions 
Initially, a uniform temperature for the wall, wick, 
and vapor regions is assumed which is less than the melting 
temperature of the working substance. So, the entire 
working substance in the wick is in the solid state. The 
heat flux, convection and radiation boundary conditions are 
applicable at the outer surface of the evaporator and 
condenser of the heat pipe. Both ends of the heat pipe are 
assumed to be insulated. When the liquid motion exists in 
:he wick structae, the no-slip condition is used for the 
velocities at the interface between the heat pipe wall and 
the wick structure. 
.The boundary conditions at the liquid-vapor 
interface change during the start-up process. In the first 
and second periods, free molecular flow is prevalent in the 
4 
vapor space so that heat transier through the vapor space is 
negli$bie. Therefore, tke adiabatic condkion is employed 
at the iiquid-vapor interface. Wnen contimum fiow is 
established in !he vapor space, vapxization and 
condensation of the working substance at the interhce is 
considered by using interface energ *and mass balances. 
The vapx temperature at the interface is assumed to be the 
saturation temperature corresponding to the vapor pressure 
at the interface. The Clausius-Clapeyron relationship is 
used to obtain the saturation temperature. The continuity 
of the kdal veloaty and shear stress is also used. The 
p m r e  difference at the liquid-vapor interface induced 
from the action of the suiiace tension is given by using the 
Laplace and Young equation. This condition couples the 
Fqsid and vapor momentum equations at the liquid-vapor 
mterface. 
While part of the vapor space is in the continuum 
flow regime, free molecular flow also exists in the rest of the 
vapor space. E v a  though the heat transfer through the frix 
molecular Aow resion may be negligible, the bound- 
conditions at the border of the two regions are needed to 
solve the governing equations foi the contiauun flow regon. 
Since a laye temperature gradient &SKS in the contirwm 
flow region in the condenser dnring start-up, most of ;he 
vapor msy be condensed at the interface. Thus, the vapor 
penetration in the free rnolecdar flow region may 'be 
rmn~rnz! sr pmerrxion rilaj- N~II; in the immediate viidnkg 
of the interfice kraeen the wn:inuun flow re!&m a2d the 
free mdecda: h w  r e g i n  Also, !he temperature in the 
region oi free molec2zr ?!ow remains nnchanged C X E ~ K  in 
she vicinity of the cor,ticuum flow region due to the near 
;~cuun.  Therefore, an inagioary p!ane, which is adiabatic 
and normal to rhe z ia!  dir&.ion, is assumed to &vise :Le 
fwo vapor 2cw regons a: the point of the transition 
temperawe. The iiiviciiog plane moves towards t he cooled 
esd of :he hear pipe as the location of the transition 
temperature at the iiqcid-vapor interface moves. 
The ax ispmet i ic  condition along the centeriine of 
the heat pipe-is used in cor?tinuam flcw region. The no-siip 
mndition and the 3diabatic COndi?iGn a: 'both a d s  of ;he 
heai pipe is also usec for the vekities and temperature. 
The pressure and dexsiry at both ends.oi the heat pipe are 
mknown but the vapor velocity near the ends oi the heat 
pipe is so low that the axial preseure a?d densit7 gradients 
are assumed to be zero. All o€ the boundaw conditions for a. 
mathematical m d e l  of the heat pipe start-up from :he 
frozen state is summarized in Table L 
SIMPLIFICATION OF THE MODEL 
The m a t h e s a t i d  model, equations (l-i4), for the 
start-up behavior of the liquid metai heat pipe described in 
the prer;ous section includes most of the- physical 
phenomena which may occur in the heat pipe. Therefore, 
this model is very complex to solve numerically. The effect 
of some physical phenomena may be negligible, so a 
simplified model is derived to predict the performance of the 
heat pipe during the start-up period. For this purpose, 
assumptions are made based on the characteristics of the 
heat pipe and previous studies. 
The density of the liquid state of the working 
substance is much greater than that of the vapor state, 90 
the velocity of the working substance in the wick structure 
is small. The thermal conductivity of the liquid metal is 
large and the thickness of the wick region is very thin. It is 
then assnmed that the effect oi the liquid flow in the wick 
structure is neghgible and the wick structure is saturated by 
the working snbstance. Thus, the heat transport through the 
wick structuie and working substance is by conduction only 
but the phase change of the working substance is considered. 
Under these assumptions, the same governing equation is 
also applicable to the heat pipe wall and the wick structure 
by using the proper properties for each region. The 
governing q ~ i i ~ ~  is given as folloas: 
w for wal l  region 
s e  for s o l i d  region in the wick 
me for mushy region in the wick 
f e  for 1 iquid region in  the wick 
i =  [ 
The expression of (pc ). for the wick 'structure region is 
given by equation (6). The thermal conductivity, Kit can 
be the thermal conductivity of the wall material foi the wall 
region. When the effective thermd condnctivity for the 
wick reeioa is calc*iia:ed by using the wflr,ression gven by 
Charg 7l%;), the thermal condndivi:y for the aorkir 
subs:axe is substituted by the so!id condsctirity, liquif 
coiidnctivitp, Oi i k  average vdue of ;he soEd arid EqSd 
cozdccti~iry 3f :Le woAikg subsiance ccrieswndiog LO the 
soiid, liquid, oi mnshy region, rPspec;ivdy. 
The vapor flok- is also simplified further from :he 
two-dhetsionz! node! to a sn4m:ns iocd  nodel since a 
p i e \ h s  stn,dy ( j a g  et d., 19%) shows !hat the 
onedimensicna! :iL-ieri: aapiessible m d e l  dexz5!~d the 
vapo: itow d,--,aailss as well as the rwo4ixeLsiona.l m d e l  
for simdaieci hezt pipe vapor flow. Tihe transieot 
conpressihie onedimensional continuity, momentum and 
energv equation are Eniten zs follows: 
P I  
a 3 Ip0Vo( x) 
(Pv) -k (PUJ = 7 
Since the governing equations are simplified, the 
corresponding boundary conditions are also modified to 
match the governing equations. 
" E R I C A L  PROCEDURES 
The governing equations are separately solved for 
each region. When the coupling is impiemented at the 
interface, iterations are needed. To reduce the amount of 
computer time, noniterative schemes are employed for 
each region. The well-known alternating direction implicit 
(ADIhmethod is used for the heat pipe wall and wick, and 
the p ase change of the working substance during start-up 
is modeled by using the equivalent heat capacity method 
(Hsiao, 1985). This method approximates the rapid change 
of the heat capaaty over the phase change temperature 
range, which is an artifidally defined finite temperature 
range, AT, instead of using the Dirac function. In the 
numerical calculation, this property is evaluated based on 
the nodal temperatures. The implicit Beam-Warming 
method is used for the vapor flow dynamics. The detailed 
numkrical method for the vapor flow in the heat pipe is 
described by Jang et ai. (1989). 
5 
.Lie. con:kutm flow exins in the va r space, 
e q 2 : l G Z I  (15) shod& be mik qm:ions r S l 8 )  by 
uiq ;he s e e  bo.mdzi conciiuons at the intwice.  The 
c ~ . i ? i i ~ g  of :he govein;n3 qnauons f x  the -poi region to 
ttsse for the ZJ uld wick re&= w.odd be achieved by 
nsicg the hezt fixx and the saruadon ;eqxxa;ure a: the 
interface. Hoaegr ,  the heat flux at this interface and the 
saturation temperature are initially unknown, so that these 
boundary conditions should be assumed and iterations are 
needed for each time step until the coupling conditions are 
satisfed along the interface. The numerical procedure used 
for coupling is as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
2.  
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
I 10. 
It is assumed that the liquid-vapor interface 
temperature is the initial temperature for the first 
time step. 
Solve !or the temperatures in the wall and vi& 
regions. 
Cdcxiate the heat fluxes, q, at each node of the 
liquid-vapor interface by using the tmperatllies 
(TLI and T.) in the wick region. 
J J 
These heat fluxes 2re used as the bou=rt,aq 
tcjnEtious at the intesace to wive ior tempezatxres 
in ihe wall and wick regions. 
Use :he same heat fluxes to solve the vapor 
temperature and pressure for the same period at the 
wall and wick regions. Obtain the saturation 
temperature, T,, by using the CIausius-Clapeyron 
relationship. 
Calculate the new heat fluxes, q', at the interface by 
using the saturation temperature, Ts, in the wick. 
(T. -Ts) 
q ' = K & +  
Compzre the new heat fiuxes, q', *th the old heat 
!luxes, q, at each node of ;he inzerface. 
If the difference between the new heat flux and old 
heat flux is within an acceptabie range, repeat steps 
4 to 7 for the next t i n e  step. 
If the diffe:erence between the new heat flux and the 
old heat flux is no: within the acceptable range, 
assume new guessed heat fluxes, q", by using the 
relaxation method and repeat steps 4 to 7 until the 
comparison of the results is acceptable. 
(I" = q f a (9' - q) 
Repeat steps 1 to 9 until the temperatures reach the 
steady state. 
When the coupling of the governing equations is 
are considered. Since the density of the vapor is much 
smaller than that of the liquid, the volumetric specific heat 
pc (= 8.8 J/m K)  for the vapor is much smaller than that 
(= 1040.1 KJ/m3K) for the liquid. Therefore, a difference 
between the transient response times of the vapor region, 
and the wall and wick re 'om exists. The time step for the 
vapor space should then much smaller than that for the 
wall and wick regions. The governing equations for '.he wall 
and wick regions are solved for one time step by using the 
heat flux assumed at the interface, and then the gr.verning 
equations for the vapor space are solved by using the same 
heat flux at the interface and smaller time steps for the 
same period as the wall and wick regions. 
I 
I 
attempted, some physical characteristics of the two regions 
3 
P 
! 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
T3e governkg eqoa:iorzs for the mll ax! wick 
r e o n s  e d  the vapor GOK arc! EpzaizlF d v e d ,  and rhea 
are mupled at the liqcid-vapor in:e%e. Therefore, the 
numerical mzthds and d ~ o o d t h s  ca3. k separately tested 
and compared to the avadable data. Since the Korking 
substance changes phase from the solid state to the liquid 
state dnring the start-up period from the frozen state, this 
effect should be incorporated into the numerical model. The 
solidification of.sodium in a square re 'on is chosen to verify 
The results are in agreement with available data t Rathjei and Jib, 1971). The transient onedimensional 
mode! for the vapor flow dynamics in the heat pipe has 
already been verified by Jang et al. (1989 . The combined 
model is used to predict the performance o the liquid-metal 
heat pipe. 
.%miction oftF,e heat pipe stcrt-tcp in the :z;..itia! stages 
Previous experimental resd:s (Deverdl et al., 1690) 
show th2: successfxl stzrt-up oi  the fiozen heat pipe grea:iy 
depends on :he boundaF c~cdiiion ar the outer smkce of 
the evaporztor and conaesser. For successbi stLm-up frcn 
the frozen state, the hea; inpat and oa;put should melt the 
Forking substance in the condeiser a d  alloa suZd2ri: 
liquid io  ret- io the evaporzior. All G f  the prenocs 
qeriffieEta! resdts shoi; :be wall surhce iempeiatnre, so 
that e v a  for successful s:art-up the statos of the working 
substance with tine is il,?known. T n m ,  the governing 
equztions which descri'ki the start-up behzvior of a 
qlindrical heat pipe dni iq  the first and secofid perids a.e 
solre:: ncmerically to aznine the Gect of the b o x t d q  
condiiions and to recoraslend the optircom boundzry 
con& tion: 
The physical =odd has ?raporator, adiabatic; arc! 
condenser sec:ion Ier#&oLOl', 3 I a d  0-1 n, respectively. 
The iadius of the vapor spoce and ;he ixier arid ouier iaiii 
of the heat pipe wall are O.C.0585, G.OG8, and 0.01 m, 
respectively. The marerial for the heat p i p  w d  and wick 
struciure is stainless stee! (.4ISI 316). %&om initially in 
the solid state at the a b i e n t  temperature is used as the 
working substance. The melting temperatwe of sodium is 
371 K and the transition temperature of 680 K is obtained 
by using eqnaiion (lOj ior :he ra&s of &e vapor space 
(0.00685m) by iteration. Three different boundary 
condition cases are chosen for the outer surface of the heat 
pipe. 14 uniform input heat flux of 50 K W / n  and radiative 
heat output are used on the evaporator for all three cases. 
AR emissivity of 0.9 and a radiation reference temperature 
of 293 K aTe ernpioyed The boundary conditions at the 
condenser and adiabatic sections are changed while that at 
the evaporator remains the same for all three cases. The 
liquid-vapor interface is assumed to be adiabatic due to the 
free molecular flow in the vapor space during initial two 
periods. 
For case 1, only radiation is used in the condenser to 
reject heat. Figure 2 shows the temperature distributions at 
the heat pipe outer wall surface and the liquid-vapor 
interface. As heat is added in the evaporator, the 
temperature in the evaporator increases and at 20 seconds 
the working substance in the evaporator is in the liquid 
state. However, the temperature in the condenser is not 
changed from the initial temperature and in the adiabatic 
section the temperature in the region adjacent to the 
evaporator increases due to axial conduction. Additional 
heat input in t k  evaporator increases the temperature 
above the transition temperature in the evaporator, but the 
temperature in the condenser is still not changed so that a 
large temperature gradient exists. In the adiabatic section, 
part of the working substance (sodium) is in the liquid 
the numerical m d e l  and algorithm r or governing equation 
15). 
2 
6 
I '  
i .  
s:at.re. W l e n  the heat inpui is continr?ed at the evaporator, 
rapxifirion occurs at t i e  i n t e f f  in the evaporaror. 
Eoaerer, the a o r h g  sn'ostance in most of ;he sciiahric 
sesion a d  coociecser is in the solid st.iite. Thergiore, ;he 
bezi inoui in the evaporator should k! smail to prevent 
9 - 3 u t  of the wick structure while the working substace 
:n the solid state is melted. Even though successfnl 
start-up may be possible for this case, the start-np 
progresses very slowly. 
0 
0 
0 1 
Case1 
Outer Wall 
Surface Temp. 
= 0.0 sec 
= 20.0 Sec. 
= 40.0 sec 
= 60.0 see. 
0 = 80.0 ret. 
Inkrfaa rcrnp. 
Liquid-V$por 
Fig. 2 Temperatnre distribution zt tSe oc:s  all s u h c e  
and liquid-vapor interiace oi the h-xd pipe wall vi ta  
tiKe for c2se 1. 
For case 2, 10 kW/m2 is added in the condenser in 
addition to the radiative boundary condition to assist in the 
siart-up of the ~ozen hezt pipe. Figure 3 shows the 
temperatme distributions at the onter wall sm-ace aEd 
liquid-vapor interface. Since a small amount of heat is 
added in the condenser, the temperature in the condenser is 
raised above the melting temperature. However the 
temperatnre in the adiabatic section is still below the 
0 
0 
0 Case2 
c --- Surface Temp. 0 Outer Wall 
= 0.0 see 
= 20.0 sic. 
0 = 40.0 sec. 
= 60.0 sec. 
0 = 80.0 Kc. 
I Liquid-Vapor Interface Tamp. ---------- 
I 
0 -  n 
0 Evaporator I Adiabatic I Condenser 
0 -  c 
0 I '  1- 
b.00 O h 5  OllO O l l 5  O k l  025 O h  O b  O h  O h  . 250 
Heat Pipe Axial Length. rn 
Fig. 3 Temperature distribution at the outer wall surface 
and liquid-vapor interface of the heat pipe wall with 
time for case 2. 
melting temperature. Thus, liquid in the condenser cannot 
flaw ta eraporocar mtil  the working substance in the 
adiabatic section liquefies. The temperature in the 
adiabatic section increases relatively faster than that for 
case 1 due to heat transfer kt both ends of the adiabatic 
section. The start-up period may be snorter than that for 
case 1. 
0 
0 - 
0 Care 3 Outer Wall 
Surface Temp. 
= 0.0 scc' 
a = 20.0 sec. 
m = 40.0 sec 
= 80.0 sec 
0 = 80.0 Sec. 
E ;  
0 
0 
* 
0 
a 0
0.00 0.05 010 015 0 2 0  0 1 5  0 3 0  3 . S  0.40 0.- 1 
Heat Rpe A u a l  Length. m 
1 
Fig. 4 Temperature distribution at the outer wail surfice 
a d  liquid-rapcr interface of rhe heat pipe wall with 
t ine  for case 3. 
FinaEy, the adiabatic secrion is used 2s part of the 
condenser a d  10 kW/m2 of heat is input in the condenser 
section. Figure 4 shows the temperature distributions at the 
heat pipe surface and the liquid-vapor interface and Fig. 5 
shows the surface temperature at diiferent times. Even 
though a large temperature gradient still exists along the 
axial direction, the worlring substance is completelymeltd 
in the entire heat pipe in 80 seconds. When vaporization 
occurs in :he evaporator, the working substance can flow 
from the condenser to the evaporator to prevent dry-ouz of 
the wick structure in the evaporator. Thus, a relatively 
large amount heat can be added at the evaporator without 
dry-out so that the start-up period is expected to be much 
less than those of cases 1 and 2. 
Transient Heat Pipe  Operation 
To simulate the coupling of the governing equation 
fpr the wall and wick to that for the vapor flow, the same 
physical heat pipe model is used except that the adiabatic 
section is eliminated. Sodium is employed as the working 
substance. In order to concentrate on the coupling problem, 
it is assumed that continunm flow is established in the 
entire vapor space and the working substance is in the liquid 
state. To yield these conditions, a uniform initial 
temperature of 800 K, which is greater than the transition 
temperature (680 K), is used for the wall, wick, and vapor 
regions. The external surfaces of the heat pipe wall a t  the 
evaporator and condenser are .exposed to a uniform heat flux 
of 50000 W/m2 and a convective boundary condition, 
respectively. A reference temperature of 300 K and a heat 
transfer coefficient of 100 W/m2K are used for the 
convective boundary conciition at the condenser section. 
The time step for the vapor space should be much smaller 
than that for the wall and wick regions, so a time step of 0.1 
7 
Fig. 5 Temperature distribction at ?he outer wall surface of 
:he heat pipe wall with different tines for case 3. 
second is employed for the wall and wick regions and time 
sic? of 0.1 x I O 3  second is used for the vapor flow. 
Taenrr nodes k~ :he rzcial direction and 160 nodes in tke 
axial ,Lirection are used at the wa!l and wick regions. Also, 
150 nodes are ezqloyed along the vapor space. A relaxation 
factor oi Q = 0.OG003 is nsed to  o h a m  the new guessed heat 
ULK. 
Figxre 6 shows :he temperature distributions at the 
outer wa!l sueace, Laud-vapor interface, and the 
saaration r e n p u a w e  for a rime of 0.3 second. The 
remperatwo &str-ibc!ion at ths ou:er xa!I sui ice  is U n i f ~ r n  
m;kn each sec;ioc, ard cezr i i e  border ktvieec the 
evapGraiGi mnd ccndenser the surixe Gemperzture abrdptly 
changes correspnling to the boundary condirions at the 
surface. Tne interface temperature matches wefl with the 
2 
0 I 
Condenser 
c 
:4 I 
I W ;OS 010 0’15 0’20 O k  O h  0’35 2 4 0  
Heat Pipe Axla1 Length m 
Fig. 6 Temperature distributions at the outer wall  surface 
and liquid-vapor interface, and saturation 
temperature for time of 0.3 second. 
saturation temperature which is evaluated by nsins the 
CIausins-Zlapeyron relationship with the vapr, - presswe. 
The saturation temperarure decreases gradually. 5i-m-e 7 
shows the heat flux distribution at the interface. The new 
heat flux calculated is converged to the old heat hx .  The 
maximum difference between the two heat fiuxes is about 
10%. Even though the heat flux at the surface is rdativeiy 
uniform, the heat flux at the interface is not uniform. Also, 
the heat flux at  the interface is much less than that at the 
dace. This implies that most of the energy is used to raise 
the wall and wick temperature at this moment. Figure 8 
shows the vapor temperature, pressure, velocity, and density 
distributions. The vanation of the vapor temperature, 
;i 
N 
Heat flux at interface 
3 = New Heat Flux 
A = OM Heat Flux 
Evaporator - 1 -  Condecser 
0 
a I 
8 ,  
000 305 010 015 om ow 0.30 0.35 
Hear Rpe Ax1d Length rn 
Fig. 7 Comparison of new hear !l.a with oid h a ;  flux at 
the interface for t ine  of 0.3 second during transient 
antinnuin flow. 
pressure, and density is s m d .  Aim, a Mach nnmber of hi = 
0.027 is obtained at the e t  of the evaprator. 
“ 0  s s  :, :: 3 r- 
i I 
x = vahr Density 
Condenser 
0.00 0.m 0.10 0.15 020 025 0.30 0.Y 0.40 
Heat Pipe A x i a l  Length. m 
Fig. 8 Axial variations of temperature, pressure, density 
and velocity for time of 0.3 second duricg transimt 
continuum flow. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The start-up process of the frozen heat pipe is 
8 
described based on the experimental resdts. A complete 
mathematical model is developed to predict the st&~-ap 
behavior of the heat pipe iron the frozen condhion. The 
simplified model is used to obtain the numerical results. The 
numerical results during the first and.second periods show 
that the heat flux distributions'for the evaporator and 
condenser should be chosen to melt the working substance in 
the condenser prior to vaporization occurring in the 
evaporator. X small amount of heat input at the condenser 
helps start-up and a high heat rejection at the condenser 
during the start-ap should be avoided. The coupling of the 
two-dimensional transient model for the wall and wick to 
the one4imensional transient model for the vapor flow is 
achieved when continuum flow exists in the vapor space. 
During the transient operation, the heat flux distribution at 
the interface is quite different from that at the surface. 
Efforts to improve the present model will continue. 
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